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Abstract- On web big data are increases in both industrial and 

research area such as health care, financial services and 

commercial recommendation. The personalized travel 

recommendation work on user’s personal requirements, 

community-contributed photos and heterogeneous metadata 

related this photo. The existing system cannot work on the 

user’s requirements and cannot automatically mine user travel 

interest. The personalized travel sequence map both users and 

routes textual descriptions to the topical package space to get 

user topical package model and route topical package model. 

We used the Facebook data to find out the user’s point of 

interests. The POI of user is mined through Facebook data of 

user by Levenshtein distance algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic travel recommendation is an important problem in 

research and industrial area. In general, travel 

recommendation, the basic drawback is the points of interests 

are not automatically mine. Moreover, provide only the 

famous route mining but without automatically mining user 

travel interest. Big media such as social media like Facebook, 

twitter, offers great opportunities to solution of many 

challenging problems, for instance, GPS estimation and travel 

recommendation. In the automatic travel recommendation, 

two main challenges are given, first is the recommended point 

of interest should be personalized to user interest means 

different users may prefer different types of POIs. Second 

challenge is important to recommend the sequential travel 

route rather than individual point of interest. In existing 

system, travel recommendation mining famous travel point of 

interest and routes are mainly four types of big social media 

such as GPS trajectory, check-in-data, geo tags and blogs. 

Therefore, this route planning cannot meet the user’s personal 

requirements. Nevertheless, in personal travel 

recommendation recommends the POIs and routes by mining 

user travel records. Moreover, mine the point of interest using 

social media. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 

The general travel recommendation is not fulfilled the users 

requirements and not mined the point of interest. They 

provided famous routes but without automatically mining 

users travel interest. Therefore, we proposed the personal 

travel sequence recommendation for to fulfill the user’s 

requirements and they mined automatically point of interest 

from social media. Here we have used the Facebook as a 

social media. We consider not only users topical interest but 

also the consumption capability and preference of visiting 

time and season. In addition, recommend the sequential travel 

routes. 

III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. Focus on the problem of time-aware POI recommendation, 

which aims at recommending a list of POIs for a user to visit 

at a given time. To exploit both geographical and temporal 

influencesin time-aware POI recommendation. Advantage is 

real world dataset and the disadvantage is taken a more 

time[5]. 

2. This paper present a novel query-dependent landmark 

ranking system based on heterogeneous travel information 

fusion to facilitate a smart travel guide. This system gets the 

initial ranking list of landmarks via text matching. The 

advantage is, maximize the satisfaction and minimize the 

information load. Less efficiency is a disadvantage of this 

paper[2]. 

3. The basic concept is an unsupervised image GPS location 

estimation approach with hierarchical global feature clustering 

and local feature refinement. Consist of two parts: offline 

system and online system. The advantage is reduced 

computation time. The disadvantage is in online system data 

should be not secured[6]. 

4. The basic concept is an author topic model-based 

collaborative filtering (ATCF) method is proposed to facilitate 

comprehensive points of interest (POIs) recommendations for 

social users. The advantage is similar travel topics are shared. 

The disadvantage is, dataset is small. Only textual information 

of geo-tagged is given[3]. 

5. The basic concept is content information on LBSNs with 

respect to POI properties, user interests, and sentiment 

indications. Model the three types of information under a 

unified POI recommendation framework with the 

consideration of their relationship to check-in actions. The 
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advantage is, user behavior, and demonstrates its power to 

improve POI recommendation performance on LBSNs. And 

the disadvantage is containing only small dataset[4]. 

6. This paper proposed a personalized travel sequence 

recommendation system by learning topical package model 

from big multi-source social media: travelogues and 

community contributed photos. The advantages of this system 

are automatically mined user’s and routes’ travel topical 

preferences including the topical interest, cost, time and 

season. They recommended not only POIs but also travel 

sequence. In addition, disadvantage is Small dataset. Only 

famous city are included [1]. 

7. A path search system to facilitate tourists’ trip planning, not 

only where to visit but also how to visit. The advantages are 

time consuming and the disadvantage is the given path is not 

given to all cities. Means the information is incomplete [8]. 

8. The basic concept is to mine user daily behavior based on a 

user's location history. Time- clustering-based behavior 

analyses (TCBA) are proposed to model each individual’s 

location history and mine the regularity in daily activities. The 

advantage is specified time mentioned. The disadvantage time 

based analyzing location history [7]. 

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Propose system, the system automatically mined user’s and 

routes’ travel topical preferences including the topical interest, 

cost, time and season. Admin add places for each place in city. 

He can view the user’s details as well as each user’s interest. 

User register to the system with its Facebook developer access 

token that used to get users Facebook data and from that we 

are mining user’s preference by Levenshtein Distance 

Algorithm .User can add travelogues detail and   his 

community contributed photos. travelogues details are used to 

get user preferred season for travelling. When user enters the 

query to search places use get details according to his 

preference which is get at the time of registration. According 

to user entered likes his offline preference is updated and 

again according to that user gets result. User can give rating, 

comment to each place. User can get optimized package 

according to his preference of similar user. User can view 

places recommendation by Rating, Online interest, Preference, 

activity, Season .He can view his package that contain best 

season, cost, and preference package detail. User can view 

online interests package. User can view places on map. User 

can view multiple preferences package detail. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Fig.1: System architecture 

V. ALGORITHMS 

A. LEVENSHTEIN DISTANCE ALGORITHM. 

This is used to get POI mining from data which we get from 

Facebook at the Time of registration. 

Input. 

1. Text string x = a1 for matching 
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2. Data from Face book 

3. Distance to match string x in Facebook data 

Processing: System will get POI as string and will match that 

string in Facebook data 

According to specified distance. 

Output: no. of time matched string with Face book data 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed that the TPM system for the travel 

sequence recommendation from big social media. The 

advantages of this system are automatically mined users and 

route travel topical package and recommended not only POIs 

but also travel sequence. User can rate and comment the 

places. Top ranked places are also displayed to user. Mined 

routes are display on map and user is able to book package of 

recommended places of city.  
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